
Transforming procurement functions in a global setting
GE streamlines complex procurement processes to reduce 
timescales and deliver savings

“We selected Xoomworks 
because of its seamless mix of 
senior consultancy in the UK 
and its operational procurement 
support team in Romania, and 
the ensured transfer of know-how 
between the two.” 

Renzo Argento, IS Sourcing Program Manager, GE

A centralised approach to commodity sourcing
Large organisations like GE rely on procurement for commodities as a key success factor. 
Many potential savings can be lost through poor strategy, tendering, negotiations, cross border 
compliance regulations, lack of people skills or commitment within the business. 

With some 700+ locations globally all using diverse procurement processes, GE needed a more 
centralised approach to its commodity sourcing.

GE improved its IT infrastructure to enable its sourcing platform to support those global processes 
with PowerSource, based on Ariba, to give each commodity manager the precise toolset to enable 
the right procurement outcomes.

To support the changes in procurement and RFx processes GE turned to Xoomworks and its 
eAuction service to provide expert support to structure their sourcing programme. eAuctions work 
by inviting suppliers into an electronic bidding process on specific products or services. 
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Highlights
•	 Supplier	negotiations	reduced	from

1 week to 1 hour

•	 Global	sourcing	strategy	is	now	in	place

•	 Achieved	momentum	around	eAuctions

•	 GE	have	extended	their	contract	and
doubled	the	amount	of	support	they	
receive

About the Client 

Xoomworks’ client, GE is an American 
multinational conglomerate. 

In particular Xoomworks is working with 
GE Power, a division of GE which provides 
a broad array of power generation, energy 
delivery, and water process technologies. 
GE Power works in several areas of the 
energy industry, including renewable 
resources such as wind and solar, biogas 
and alternative fuels, and coal, oil, natural 
gas, and nuclear energy.

With 38,000 employees across 125 
countries and an annual revenue of 
$27 billion, it needed to streamline its 
complex procurement processes reducing 
timescales and delivering savings.



Implementation
The Xoomworks team worked closely with the 
GE key commodity managers to determine 
the parameters around the eAuction 
sourcing strategy and then templates for the 
eAuction events could be prepared. Once 
the new sourcing strategies were in place 
the Xoomworks team carried out training for 
each commodity manager as well as for all 
participating suppliers to enable them to get 
the most out of the new process.

Managing complexity vs quantity 
One of the first eAuctions was a large event 
where the contracts were worth several 
£millions and it took weeks of communication 

“We had already worked with 
Xoomworks so the addition of 
their eAuction service was a huge 
advantage during the tendering 
process. Xoomworks was very 
cost competitive and offered 
us an immensely efficient and 
structured service.”
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Key Benefits
Adoption of a new way of sourcing commodities across the organisation 
“Xoomworks really enabled us to validate our approach using eAuctions and helped us with the 
change management requirements needed across an organisation with more traditional ways of 
working. We could not have made this change that efficiently without their help,” highlights Renzo.

“We also worked with many suppliers who do business with us in a certain way, it was hugely 
important to them that they had continuity. Xoomworks helped ensure our suppliers had a good 
outcome from the adoption of eAuctions.”

Change Management 
The structure and support that Xoomworks gave the company and allowed GE to move 
into a modern and more efficient way of achieving results seemlessly from their commodity 
sourcing processes.

Significant cost savings from a new electronic way of sourcing 
“We have achieved significant monetary savings by using eAuctions. Although savings were also 
attained by negotiating in the traditional way, we have significantly reduced the amount of time it 
takes to enable the bidding process and this has had a huge impact on staff time.”

Improved traceability of work flows 
With eAuctions, GE gained traceability on each commodity as the sourcing is now 
electronically logged; such as the history, source and price development.

Time and efficiency gains 
Supplier negotiations have been reduced from 1 week to 1 hour, freeing up the commodity 
manager’s time. Xoomworks took responsibility for the preparation or eAuctions, including 
training and templates, so that the commodity manager could spend less time on the 
technical aspects.

and re-negotiation. Although there was a lot of 
training required to get everyone up to speed 
on eAuctions, both with the GE team and the 
suppliers, it has been a case of overcoming 
the initial set up costs in order to gain future 
benefits and to create a streamlined process.

This eAuction involved a large set of suppliers 
as well as many different logistics such as air, 
land and rail freight, all with different weight 
classes and from different continents. The 
Xoomworks team worked tirelessly to ensure 
that this eAuction became a huge success.

Renzo Argento believes that eAuctions will 
become more productive once they get to a 
more mature operational stage. At first it was a 
case of training everyone up including suppliers, 
but training needs will reduce dramatically as 
people become more experienced. “With the 
second eAuction staff can take the old template 
and simply copy it into a new event, amending it 
accordingly with the relevant figures so that they 
reflect the current environment. That’s when we 
will really start to see savings.” 

Relationship going forward
The next challenge is to extend eAuctions 
across different products and commodities. 
“Getting everyone on the same platform unifies the 
business. We now have a global sourcing strategy 
in place and this is one of the levels we wanted to 
achieve. Xoomworks procurement is supporting 
our global improvement activities and this is really 
helping the momentum of the business both 
working together and going forward.”

“It was a challenge getting everyone on board; 
but we have achieved momentum with more and 
more suppliers now applying for eAuctions – so it 
is becoming a dynamic process.”

Xoomworks brings practical know-how to GE 
and a high level of professionalism. GE had 
a very challenging brief due to the scale and 
complexity of the procurement project but the 
two companies worked closely together to 
make it a success.

The company has developed a close working 
relationship with Xoomworks based on trust 
and professionalism. “Xoomworks is a small 
company with a people focus, whereas a big 
company like ours is more product focused. It was 
a pleasure working with these guys, both in the 
UK and in Romania. Everyone at Xoomworks is 
extremely motivated and really supportive, even 
when eAuctions were due to start at 6am!”

“Xoomworks supports our 
strategy and does it in a very 
professional way. They are 
supporting my strategic goals in a 
way that I couldn’t imagine.”


